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A b o u t  t h e  c o n t r i b u t o r s

➤  Harriet Davidson is the author of two birding adventure books, a contributor to Bird Watcher’s Digest, 

and the creator of DVDs about penguins. Davidson was the only woman on the first exploratory team to 

Attu. At 95, she remains an active lister and keeper of bird data for Michigan Audubon.

Steven G. Mlodinow is a member of the Washington Bird Records Committee, a for-

mer North American Birds Regional Editor for the Oregon–Washington region, and a 

North American Birds Regional Editor for the Colorado–Wyoming region. Mlodinow 

admits to a masochistic proclivity for subspecies identification, with a current focus on and fascination 

with White-breasted Nuthatches.  ➤

➤  An award-winning artist, writer, and illustrator, Kate Garchinsky holds a BFA in Illustration 

from the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Her next book is about the Passenger Pigeon (see 

pigeonart.com). When she’s not birding, writing, or sketching, Garchinsky volunteers at Tri-State 

Bird Rescue & Research in Delaware. She lives in Philadelphia.

Joel Greenberg is Research Associate at both the Chicago Academy of Sciences Peggy Notebaert 

Nature Museum and The Field Museum of Natural History. He is involved in Project Passenger Pi-

geon, creating awareness during the centenary of the pigeon’s extinction. Greenberg is the author 

of four books and co-producer of a forthcoming documentary on the Passenger Pigeon.  ➤

➤  Andrew Stern, Associate Professor of Neurology at the University of Rochester, is devoted to raising 

awareness about the environment through The Lost Bird Project. Stern is a Zen Buddhist practitioner and 

author of numerous essays on a range of topics, including the environment, memory, and the nature of 

knowing, mostly from a Zen perspective. 

Senior Leader at WINGS Birding Tours Worldwide, Rick Wright lives and birds in 

northern New Jersey with his wife, Alison Beringer, and their chocolate lab, Gellert. Wright is a prolific 

contributor to the birding literature, with copious credits over the years in ABA publications—includ-

ing the just-published ABA Field Guide to Birds of New Jersey (Scott & Nix, 2014).  ➤

➤  Jennifer Rycenga serves as President of the Sequoia Audubon Society in San Mateo County, Califor-

nia, where she promotes citizen-science initiatives: Bio-Blitzes, iNaturalist, and eBird. An inveterate lister, 

she’s amassed at least one life bird in each of the 50 U.S. states. Rycenga lives in Half Moon Bay with her 

wife and birding pal, Peggy Macres. [  Online article ]

Jennifer Brumfield is a lifelong birder and natural historian. Her paintings and illustrations have been 

published widely, including several cover credits for Birding magazine. Brumfield is a naturalist with 

Cleveland Metroparks, she guides pelagic trips hunting jaegers on Lake Erie each fall, and she is a fre-

quent speaker at birding festivals everywhere. [  Online article ]  ➤
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